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HEBR 101  Modern Hebrew I (3 Credit Hours)
An introduction to the fundamentals of modern Hebrew, together with study of the distinctive culture of the Jewish state of Israel. Outcome: Students will be able to understand basic Hebrew sentences and to give basic information about themselves in Hebrew, and will demonstrate knowledge of the culture of modern Israel.

HEBR 102  Modern Hebrew II (3 Credit Hours)
Prerequisites: HEBR 101. A continued introduction to the fundamentals of modern Hebrew, together with study of distinctive culture of the Jewish state of Israel. Outcome: Students will be able to understand basic Hebrew sentences and to give basic information about themselves in Hebrew, and will demonstrate knowledge of the culture of modern Israel.

HEBR 103  Modern Hebrew III (3 Credit Hours)
Taught in Hebrew. Course focuses on pronunciation, grammar, and developing conversational and writing fluency.

HEBR 104  Modern Hebrew IV (3 Credit Hours)
Taught in Hebrew. Students will comprehend and produce Hebrew in more complex contexts (literary and cultural) while reviewing intermediate grammar structures to improve fluency and accuracy. Students present and debate cultural, historical, or current events topics; practice expressing emotion, opinion, judgment, necessity, hypotheticals, and regret.

HEBR 499  Directed Study (3 Credit Hours)
Independent/directed study of Modern Hebrew, spoken and written. Prerequisites: Graduate Status. Department Consent required.
Outcomes: Phonetics, grammar, syntax, vocabulary of Modern Hebrew will be learned.